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Along with the apid development of information and computer technology,  people's 
dependence on computers has become increasingly high, hope to keep the house through a 
computer to solve some of the problems in their daily life, hope can through the computer to 
solve some of the problems, hope complex calculation computer help human deal with a lot of 
multifarious affairs...... A digital age are increasingly open, with digital management into all 
aspects of daily life, people from all walks of life, people to personal and business information 
security awareness deepening, if the university or individual information security vacuum, 
would bring immeasurable loss, coupled with the unconventional technical development of 
the network, the age of the Internet vision is also a reality, safe, reliable information 
management become people care about top priority. Based on this reason, will be general type 
university authority management system as a graduation design development project.  
This system used in today's more popular and practical B/S structure, My Eclipse, 
JDK1.6 as development tools, powerful Oracle 10 g database as the background support. 
Important goal is to realize university rights management and log in management, information 
release, can make the university all users convenient using this system, and through the Web 
browser conveniently inquiries I information and handle other relevant issues, can make the 
system administrator realize increase for all kinds of information, check, delete, and changed 
function, classified as the corresponding personnel access operation. Rights management 
subsystem is the core part of the development of the whole system, also is the bottom of the 
background of the whole system is responsible for the system user rights management part, 
internal system defines the various roles, permissions, and these roles, permissions, the 
operation of the corresponding collection, and has set up a platform to run for the entire 
system and extension interface, notebook system covers the role management, rights 
management, land management, role authorization management, and other functions, is the 
realization of the foundation of the whole system run normally. Personnel management 
subsystem in the whole system is mainly responsible for the management of personnel 
information management system, the origin of the entire system to run the infrastructure, 
personnel system, to determine the overall quality and eventually the entire system, the 
module including user management, personal information maintenance, business cards, folder 
management, and user role management features such as systematic day-to-day running of 
















the daily operation of the whole system, is responsible for the daily personal affairs 
management, such as conference management, conference room management, contacts, etc., 
are an integral part of the whole system is very important. Daily operation in enterprises, it is 
the function of this system. Rights management subsystem is the core part of the development 
of the whole system, also is the bottom of the background of the whole system is responsible 
for the system user rights management part, internal system defines the various roles, 
permissions, and these roles, permissions, the operation of the corresponding collection, and 
has set up a platform to run for the entire system and extension interface, notebook system 
covers the role management, rights management, land management, role authorization 
management, and other functions, is the realization of the foundation of the whole system run 
normally.From the system design of the target, the system structure of the overall design, the 
hardware and software environment, system function structure and so on several aspects 
based on B/S model university authority management system Personnel management 
subsystem design, proposes based on B/S structure of university authority management 
system of the overall framework, the system of network structure and function structure. In 
addition, this paper also discussed to achieve design of each function modules of the key 
technology. In the end of paper, and points out that the system of the advantages and 
disadvantages of.  
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第三，技术分析。本系统开发主要用到的技术有 HTML/CSS/JAVA EE/JAVA 
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